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GOLD STANDARD
	Like a rhyme he appeared sandy hair beige shorts collared shirt that facial hair that starts at the upper lip and comes down like a jug handle goatee of middle managers--
	I’m sorry--he said leaning back in his chair--he was wearing sneakers--I couldn’t help but overhear a little of what you were saying ron paul and libertarianism and I thought--Well hey I like what I hear!
	Oh yeah? 
	I’m more of a rand paul kind of guy--he said--but what were you saying? I’m sorry to interrupt but I couldn’t help but overhear--
	No no it’s alright. Well--I said, looking at L. she was a woman we were in a coffee shop sitting in armchairs--we were talking about this guy ezra pound, have you heard of him?
	No who is he?
	He was a modernist poet, you know about modernism? It was like an early twentieth century movement of--arts and letters. Well he was living in italy in the 40’s and gave these anti-war broadcasts on the radio and the americans tried him for treason they threw him in a cage--
	Mm, like the japanese internment camps.
	Sure, yeah--I was saying that--well after the war not just poets visited him in prison but all sorts of political actors and something in pound’s way of talking reminds me of the way ron paul talks--even syntactically--you know what I mean, constantly circling around the federal reserve bank, the gold standard, you know--
	Man I know exactly what you mean--and he smiled so beatifically.
	Yeah?
	Well you know--he said--how does the quote go--
TRUTH BECOMES TREASON IN AN EMPIRE OF LIES.
-- RON PAUL
	Do you know the quote?
	I had on the internet.
	He continued saying--you seem like an intelligent person and I’m glad to talk to you, you seem like you have some knowledge--but I wonder if you know the half of it! You need to educate yourself, that’s what I always think--I’m not trying to tell you what to believe but so often I hear people talk like--
	oh politics of course you can’t trust politicians--or--
	oh the irs well it’s wrong it’s illegitimate--
	but they just laugh and they think they can’t do anything about it. I hate that. It happens so often--people need to wake up and see what’s around them!
	Yeah, I can’t disagree with you--I said.
	I have to ask--do you know about the uniform commercial code? You have to look up--look up the one people’s public trust--
	The one people’s public trust?
	Yeah, look it up online--he said--they’ve been uncovering that there was a series of filings earlier this year and it came out that the uniform commercial code has been forced upon all the nations of the globe and created one global banking system and not many people know this but the way the legal language is worded they created an entirely new legal system so that it’s almost impossible for people to know what laws apply to them, they can saddle you with debt and if you don’t contest it it’s legally binding--the one people’s public trust has uncovered these filings and they can tell you where to find them online you can request the filings and I have done it myself you can get them from washington and it’s all there in black and white. And the one people’s public trust has used this against them to foreclose on all the banks, all the corporations, and effectively erased all debt. 
	They can do that?
	Well the thing you have to understand is that--did you know that since since 1871 every law passed by congress has been illegitimate? Every law. 
	Woah--
	The country had run out of money and so they cut a deal with a number of foreign bankers the rothschilds among them--they passed this act which made the united states--they actually changed the title of the constitution if you look--from the constitution for the united states of america to the constitution of the united states of america--and this makes all the difference legally--they formed a new corporate entity that encompassed the whole nation and we the citizens became the collateral to back up the debt the money they borrowed from these foreign bankers. And so ever since then every law passed by congress has not been legally valid. It was the same tactic that they used when they created the federal reserve bank as you know under president woodrow wilson. You give a private corporation power--in that case to print money--it used to be that every bit of paper money you could go and they had gold for every dollar locked up away and safe--but now you know our debt is spiraling out of control and our money is getting more and more inflated--look around you!--
	all this, this coffee shop, these tables, these chairs, these buildings--
	everything here was built on debt illegitimate debt created out of the air by printing more and more money--
	none of this would be here if it weren’t for that--
	the world would be entirely different--
	the world population would be much lower--
	and what’s going to happen when the chinese call in the u.s. debt that they hold?--
	the towns are going to be deserted, everything is going to crumble--
	it’s already crumbled--
	only we don’t see it because with all that money we don’t have we’ve spent and spent and created all these buildings that don’t let us see that it’s built on nothing at all--
	Well, L. said--
	And--he said--
	I--but don’t you think--I said--that the same bankers who used these loopholes and made all these laws would just change the rules again? I mean if these people are so powerful to be able to do this, they wouldn’t let themselves be constrained by a technicality--
	The thing you have to understand--he said--is that the whole system is broken, ever since the 1940’s with the democrats. Now I’m not a democrat or a republican--but you can see--back in the 40’s there was a socialist candidate for president who would run every cycle and finally in the 40’s he said there was no need to run anymore since the democrats had done everything the socialists were going to do anyway. And this goes fundamentally against the constitution which--you see the founding fathers knew all about tyranny if you read them they actually knew all about it. Did you know we actually don’t live in a democracy? We actually live in a constitutional republic. Do you know what the founding fathers called democracy?
	He paused.
	Mob rule. 
	Mob rule, yeah I knew that.
	And they knew all about that from where they came from. Where they came from power and liberty came down from on top, but in the constitution the founding fathers made sure that on top were the rights and liberties of the people. In the bill of rights it lists certain constraints on liberty and it says that everything beyond that you are free to do whatever you want--we are absolutely sovereign individuals--anything that isn’t specified there is reserved for us.
	L. got up to get a coffee, somewhat surprising me, materializing out of nowhere, as if with his words he’d deleted her from the very armchair where she sat. There was silence for a moment.
	Well, okay, tell me what you think of this--I said--you were talking about socialism and the sovereignty of the individual. But don’t you think there are situations that are inherently collective? Like we all live on one planet and I shouldn’t be able to pollute a river when you live downstream--
	Well see but that’s socialism right there, and that’s been shown not to work. You’re trying to force me to do something I don’t necessarily want to do--
	Okay, I see what you mean. I get it, I really do--like when it comes down to it, what am I going to do if you disagree?--kill you? throw you in the gulag?--so I see what you mean--but at the same time, from the perspective of physics, you realize--like if two separate particles become entangled they can literally become one thing--I just think the sovereignty you’re talking about is just a--political fiction. 
	I--
	But but--I appreciate the difficulty--like what right do I have to force you to do something you don’t want to do? 
	Exactly--
	And it definitely has something to do with the currency, as you say. I wonder if we could ever use time itself as a currency--I mean what has more intrinsic value than time?
	He laughed--I never thought of that--
	Time itself--
	It’s the most precious gift there is--he said--and not one person can take it away from you. People always think they can. They’ll try to make you devalue yourself--but only if you let them touch you. You always have to remember in the end it’s for your time alone that you’ll stand judgement--
	Yeah and like if everyone had a basic amount of time currency they’d have their days to themselves and everything you “earned” would be beyond that-- 
	Ah but see what you want is a utopia--and that’s socialism--
	Hah well doesn’t everyone! I mean I appreciate the difficulty, really--I sat back and exhaled. When I’ve thought about it--I said--this seems to me like the best reason to explore the stars. Like if we all have to live on this one planet together--and there’s always going be people who absolutely refuse to have demands made on them by others--then the only real solution is to have multiple planets so that we really can be separate from each other. Not that I want to be separate from you in particular--I said laughing--but we all breathe one air--
	I was just reading--I said--did you know that some huge percentage of the air pollution on the west coast of the united states actually comes across the ocean from china? We really do need star trek. I mean there is a basic physical fact that we are interconnected--
	And he looked down for a second.
	Pollution--he said--But don’t you see I have no obligation to believe what you say is true, about the earth--I mean I believe there is pollution--but this is what I’ll say--I don’t know what your beliefs are--but I have read the bible and I firmly believe that our destiny is here on earth--
	for when the sea boils and the buildings crumble--
	jesus christ will return on judgement day--
	and that will be the end of it--
	and it will happen soon enough--
	and that is what I’m waiting for--
	for when his kingdom on earth will be established.
	L. made a noise.
	My eyes were wide and I was nodding up and down--I said--I don’t mean to be facile but if that’s true--that there’s an end of days--don’t you think that’s even more a reason to go to the stars?--I mean it seems to me that jesus would only really return once we’d made contact with the aliens and brought all of life in the universe into the brotherhood of the church--I’m totally serious!
	Well, I don’t know--
	I mean after all if jesus were to rematerialize all things being equal it seems to me as likely to happen somewhere in the andromeda galaxy as here on earth--
	But don’t you think--he said--if you believe in any part of the bible you have to believe in the whole thing? 
	Well, I follow the theologian maimonides in interpreting things--allegorically--
	Oh are you jewish?--he asked.
	Yeah in a way--
	Right on man that’s alright--he said--and he gave me a fist bump. 
	I smiled. 
	Okay well--he said--what were we talking about? I didn’t mean to get into religion--he said and he laughed.
	Do you come here often?
	Yeah, every once and a while. Do you?
	This is my first time. It’s a nice place to get writing done.
	Are you a writer?
	Yeah--I said--I am.
	I’m a bit of a writer too though I haven’t written much in the last few months. I have to get back to it. 
	What are you working on there? I gestured towards his computer.
	Ballistics--he said.
	Oh--I said and I laughed.
	Yeah I should get back to it.
	Yeah we should head out soon.
	I glanced at L. She had been marking up a page on her lap, drawling profusions of swirls. 
	It was good to talk to you--he said--it’s so rare that I really get to talk to people like this and I really enjoy it--I feel like debating really sharpens me--refines my beliefs if you know what I mean.
	Yeah, no, I enjoyed talking to you too.
	God bless.
